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Abstract
Visualization of high-dimensional, large data sets, resulting from computational simulation, is one of the most challenging fields in scientific visualization. When visualization aims at supporting the analysis of such data sets, feature-based approaches are very useful to reduce the amount of data which is shown at each instance of time and guide the user to the most interesting areas of the data. When using feature-based visualization, one of the most difficult questions is how to extract or specify the features. This is mostly done (semi-)automatic up to now. Especially when interactive analysis of the data is the main goal of the visualization, tools supporting interactive specification of features are needed.

In this paper we present a framework for flexible and interactive specification of high-dimensional and/or complex features in simulation data. The framework makes use of multiple, linked views from information as well as scientific visualization and is based on a simple and compact feature definition language (FDL). It allows the definition of one or several features, which can be complex and/or hierarchically described by brushing multiple dimensions (using non-binary and composite brushes). The result of the specification is linked to all views, thereby a focus+context style of visualization in 3D is realized. To demonstrate the usage of the specification, as well as the linked tools, applications from flow simulation in the automotive industry are presented.

1. Introduction
Visualizing high-dimensional data resulting from computational simulation is a demanding procedure, posing several complex problems which include, for example very large size of data sets and increased dimensionality of the results. In this paper, we present a formal framework that supports interactive and flexible analysis of complex data using a descriptive and intuitive language for defining features and multiple linked views with information visualization (InfoViz) and scientific visualization (SciViz). In the following, we shortly discuss a few key aspects, which are important for the new approach presented in this paper.

Feature-based visualization – visualization which focuses on essential parts of the data instead of showing all the data in the same detail at the same time, is called feature-based visualization. This kind of visualization gains increasing importance due to bigger and bigger data sets which result from computational simulation, so that not all of the data can be shown simultaneously. For feature-based visualization, proper feature extraction methods are essential.

Up to now, feature extraction mostly is done (semi-)automatically with little interactive user intervention, often as a preprocessing step to the visualization. But for interactive analysis, in many cases, the question of what actually is (or is not) considered to be a feature refers back to the user: depending on what parts of the data the user (at an instance of time) is most interested in, features are specified accordingly. Therefore, flexible feature extraction requires efficient means of user interaction to actually specify the features.

Separating focus and context in InfoViz – when dealing with large and high-dimensional data sets in InfoViz, simultaneous display of all the data items usually is impossible. Therefore, focus-plus-context (F+C) techniques are often employed to show some of the data in detail, and (at the same time) the rest of the data, at a lower resolution, as a context for orientation. Thereby the user’s attention is di-
Flexible Feature Specification: simulation data of a catalytic converter is shown, two features have been specified based on our feature definition language, using the different views for interaction and visualization. (see also colorplate)

rected towards the data in focus (e.g., through visual enlargement), whereas the rest of the data is provided as context in reduced style (translucently, for example). This is especially useful when interacting with the data, or when navigating through the visualization.

To discriminate data in focus from context information, a so-called degree of interest (DOI) function can be used6, assigning a 1D DOI-value out of the unit interval to each of the n-dimensional data items (1 represents “in focus”, 0 is used for context information).

Defining the DOI function – in literature, implicit techniques for DOI-specification are described (e.g., focus specification through dynamic querying15) as well as explicit techniques, such as interactive object selection9 or brushing11. When brushing, the user actively marks a subset of the data set in a view as being of special interest, i.e., in focus, using a brush-like interface element.

In addition to standard brushing, several useful extensions to brushing have been proposed. Multiple brushes and composite brushes12, and the use of non-binary DOI functions for smooth brushing4 extend the available toolset for interactive DOI specification. Also, more complex brushes like those designed for hierarchical data5, or such using wavelets18 or relative information between different data channels8 have been proposed recently.

Complex and high-dimensional feature definition – when analyzing simulation data, one very often encountered problem is the limited flexibility of current brushing and interaction techniques. Brushing is usually restricted to simple combinations of individual brushes, as well as missing support of high-dimensional brushes due to the tight coupling of GUI interactions and the representation of the brush data itself. For fast and flexible analysis of the usually large and high-dimensional simulation data, complex and also high-dimensional brushes are necessary. In this paper, we present a formal framework, that is very closely coupled to the data, allowing to define and handle such brushes interactively.

Linking multiple views – the combination of InfoViz and SciViz methods7,4, especially for the interactive visualization and analysis of simulation data, improves the understanding of the data in terms of their high-dimensional character as well as the data relation to the spatial layout. Linking several views2 to interactively update all changes of the data analysis process in all views simultaneously is a crucial property for making optimal use of multiple (different) visualization views.

In previous work4 we showed how a scatterplot (or a histogram) can be used to smoothly specify features in multi-dimensional data from simulation, and how this focus-context discrimination can be used for selective visualization in 3D. In this paper, we now present a formal framework (our feature definition language, see section 2)
for specifying features in simulation data together with advanced interaction techniques (see section 3), allowing for fast and flexible exploration and analysis of complex and high-dimensional data. Finally, a short overview about implementation details is given, as well as conclusions and some future work topics are presented.

2. Using a Feature Definition Language

When dealing with results from computational simulation, usually very large and high-dimensional data sets are investigated. Previous work already showed, that interactive specification of features with tight reference to the actual data attributes is very valuable for visualization of such data sets. For a fast and flexible analysis of these results, powerful and intuitive tools are needed – the here described approach provides flexibility in terms (a) of multiple options to differently view the data, and (b) a wide range of user interactions to construct and adapt feature specifications. Whereas previous work mainly focused on viewing (a) so far, we mostly improve on interaction (b) in this paper.

To generalize the specification of features (enabling feature descriptions which are portable between data sets, for example) and to also formally represent the state of an analysis session, e.g., to allow for loading/saving of interactive visualization sessions, we present a compact language for feature specification, i.e., a feature definition language, here called FDL for short.

Our FDL is realized as an XML language application, which makes it easy to handle and the resulting FDL files readable. This also allows to save feature specifications as files, and load them again at any later point in time to resume an analysis session. Additionally, XML-files can be edited using a text-editor, which allows to re-adjust feature specifications also on a file level.

The explicit representation of feature specifications in the form of FDL-files makes using feature specifications on other data sets possible. Of course, care has to be taken that only data channels are referred to, which are available in all these data sets. With portable feature specifications it is possible to generate general feature definition masks, which can be applied very easily (and interactively adapted, if necessary).

2.2. Feature Sets

A feature set subsumes an arbitrary number of features which all are to be shown simultaneously (like an implicit logical OR-combination). Within each single view, always only one feature-set is used for F+C discrimination, all the other feature-sets are inactive at that time. Multiple feature sets can be used to interactively switch focus during an analysis session or to intermediately collect features in a "repository" feature set, not used at a certain point in time. Multiple views can be used for simultaneously showing different feature sets (one per view).

2.3. Features

Features are specified by one or multiple feature characteristics. The DOI function related to each feature is built up by an (implicit) AND-combination of all DOI functions of all associated feature characteristics. Multiple features are used to support named feature identification and intuitive handling of interesting parts of the data by the user. Each feature can be moved or copied from one feature set to any other.

In Fig. 1 two distinct features have been specified, one denoting areas of backflow, and another one, showing vortices. The latter one consists only of one simple feature characteristic (see below), brushing high values of turbulent kinetic energy, whereas the first feature consists of a logical combination of two separate feature characteristics.

2.4. Feature Characteristics

Feature characteristics can be either simple or complex. Whereas simple feature characteristics store direct brushing information with respect to one data attribute (or channel) to derive a DOI function, complex feature characteristics imply a recursion.

Simple feature characteristics store a reference to the data channel which it is based on, as well as information about...
Figure 3: four examples of 2D brush types which users found useful during interactive analysis (catalytic converter example, pressure [x] vs. velocity [y]): (a) "high velocity and high pressure" (logical AND), (b) "low velocity or low pressure" (log. OR), (c) "all but high vel. and high pressure" (NOT-AND), and (d) "high pressure but not low velocity" (SUB = AND-NOT). (see colorplate for shades of red)

how the data of this channel is mapped to a DOI function (being the output of this characteristic). Especially the possibility for the user to directly interact with the data attributes by specifying feature characteristics and modifying them interactively is very intuitive and straightforward. In Fig. 1 a simple feature characteristic named "negative velocity in X-direction" is shown in the selection bounds editor. Simple feature characteristics support discrete and smooth brushing (via specifying percentages of the total brushing range, where the DOI-values decrease gradually).

Complex feature descriptions on the other hand provide logical operations (AND, OR, NOT) for the user to combine subsequent feature characteristics in an arbitrary, hierarchical layout. For combining smooth brushes, which can be interpreted as fuzzy sets, fuzzy logical combinations are used, usually implemented in form of T-norms and T-conorms. We integrated several different norms for the above mentioned operations. By default, we use the minimum norm (T M) in our implementation: this means, when doing an AND-operation of several values, the minimum value is taken, and for the OR-operation the maximum respectively.

In Fig. 3, four examples of 2D brush types, which users found useful during interactive analysis sessions, are shown. The data displayed in the scatterplot views comes from the catalytic converter application shown in Fig. 1 (which is also explained in more detail in section 4), pressure (x-axis) vs. velocity (y-axis) values are plotted. Interactive operations "NOT-AND" and "SUB" are mapped to "NOT"-"AND" and "AND"-"NOT" combinations in FDL, respectively.

3. Interaction

One main aspect of analyzing results from simulation is that investigation is often done interactively, driven by the expert working with the visualization system. Therefore, interaction is one of the key aspects that has to be considered when designing a system which should support fast and flexible usage (as described previously). Especially the task of searching for unknown, interesting features in a data set, and extracting them, implies a very flexible and intuitive interface, allowing new interaction methods. In the following subsections, we categorize the main types of interaction which our system supports. Note that these interactions are designed to meet users’ most often requested requirements for such an analysis tool.

3.1. Interactive Feature Specification through Brushing

The first type of interaction that has to be considered when designing an interactive analysis tool for exploring simulation data, is brushing. In our system, interactive brushing of data visualization is possible in all views except for the 3D SciViz view, which is used for 3D F+C visualization of the feature specification results (see section 4). Brushing is used to define feature characteristics in the FDL interactively. As many types of applications also request non-binary brushing, we allow smooth-brushing in all the interaction views. One example of using a 2D smooth brush, employing a logical AND operation of two simple feature characteristics is shown in Fig. 3 (a). Here, a region of relatively high velocity and high pressure values is brushed in a scatterplot view, defining (a part of) a feature. As can be seen from this figure, a smooth brush defines two regions. A core part of the brush is defined, where data of maximal interest is selected (mapped to DOI values of 1). It is padded by a border, where DOI values decrease gradually with increasing distance from the core part.

3.2. Interactive Feature Localization

Another very often used type of interaction is the so-called feature localization. It is usually provided in the context of simulation data, that has some spatial context. When analyzing this kind of data, the first interest is often, where features of specific characteristics are located in the spatial context of the data. Interactively defining and modifying features in different views, coupled with linking, the specification immediately results in a 3D rendering which provides fast localization of the features in the spatial context of the whole data set. For an example see Fig. 4 (a)-(c), where the backflow regions are interactively localized to be in the entrance of the catalytic converter chamber.
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3.3. Interactive FDL Refinements

After having defined multiple features via brushing and localized them, often interactive refinement of these features is the next step. Refining the feature specification can be either done by interactive data probing (see below) or by imposing further restrictions on the feature specifications, e.g., by adding additional feature characteristics to the actual state of a feature. One example of such an interactive FDL refinement is shown in Fig. 4 (d)-(f). As a first step (first row), all parts of the data, that exhibit backflow, have been selected, defining a feature that spans over two distinct regions in the spatial domain. In the refinement step (second row) a logical AND-combination of the first feature specification (a) with a new selection in a second scatterplot view of the same data (but showing two other data attributes) is performed (e). Thereby only those back-flow regions of the data are put into focus, which exhibit a general velocity above a specified threshold (f).

3.4. Interaction with Tree Viewer

Interaction with a tree viewer (see Fig. 1, left upper window) as a GUI for FDL is another very useful way to adapt or extend feature sets and features, as well as their characteristics. The tree viewer provides standard GUI elements, such as textfields for manual input of numbers or range sliders, for example. Naming of the different nodes of the FDL, as well as editing all the feature characteristics, and also the management of the tree structure (through copy, delete, or move of the different nodes and subtrees) are the most often used interaction methods in this viewer. It strongly depends on the nature of users of whether mouse-interactions or keyboard-input are preferred when specifying features. Sometimes, in the case of well-known thresholds, for example, the keyboard-input to the tree viewer is faster and more accurate than mouse-interaction to an InfoViz view.

3.5. Interactive Data Probing

Another form of interactively exploring features is using a data-probing approach. Thereby, after having specified a feature (via brushing, for example) the one or other feature characteristic can be changed interactively (e.g., by using a range slider). In all linked views (showing the same data and showing different data attributes) immediate feedback of DOI changes can give new insights into different data as-
3.6. Interactive Management of Views

One key aspect of a system which provides multiple, different views of one data set, is the interactive management and linking of these views. Our system supports an arbitrary number of InfoViz views (currently scatterplots and histograms), as well as SciViz views. Views can be opened and closed at any point in time without distracting the feature specification. In the InfoViz views, the mapping which assigns data channels to the axes can be changed interactively. In the 3D SciViz view the mapping of a data attribute to rendering properties (color and/or opacity) via transfer functions can be interactively modified, too. Additionally, the different axes of all available views can be linked (and unlinked) interactively, allowing rapid updates in multiple views.

4. Visualization and Results from Applications

After having discussed our feature specification framework as well as the important role of interaction for analysis of simulation data, now the visualization part and typical applications are presented.

Below general aspects of visualization during analysis are presented. Then, two different application examples are described in detail. For high quality versions of the images presented here, as well as for additional examples and movies which illustrate the interactive behaviour of working sessions with our framework, please refer to http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/fdl-vis/.

4.1. Visualization for Analysis

When visualization is used to support analysis of large, high-dimensional data sets, the use of multiple views, as well as of flexible views (with respect to data dimensionality) is very important. Our system supports an arbitrary number of each type of InfoViz views, as well as SciViz views. When interactively working with data, two types of views in a multiple views setup can be distinguished: Actively linked views are the views, which are primarily used for interaction purposes, i.e., for specifying the features, whereas passively linked views are primarily used for F+C visualization of the data, providing interactive updates.

3D SciViz views – The 3D SciViz views of our system are used as passively linked views for providing a F+C visualization and interactive feature localization. The F+C discrimination is mainly accomplished by using different transfer functions for focus and context parts (and interpolating inbetween, for smooth F+C discrimination). The transfer functions in use do not only specify color and opacity, but also the size of the glyphs, that are used to represent single data items (see Fig. 1, lower left window for a 3D SciViz view, showing a smooth F+C visualization).

Two main tasks of this F+C visualization can be identified. The support for feature localization and the visualization of data values through color mapping. Feature localization, as already described in section 3, plays a major role in interactive analysis based on features. By using a F+C visualization, the user attention is automatically drawn to the more prominently represented foci, i.e., the features. Value visualization is another very useful task of visualization in this view, and it is accomplished by coloring glyphs according to the associated data channel.

Of course, interactive user manipulation of rendering parameters (opacity, size of glyphs, or zoom and rotate) are necessary, very useful, and support the analysis task, too.

InfoViz views – Apart from supporting interaction, the InfoViz views (scatterplots & histograms in our system) are very valuable for visualization purposes, too. They visualize the data distribution (1D or 2D) and also give visual feedback of F+C discrimination. Points in the scatterplot views, for example, are colored according to the DOI value of the associated data item. Fully saturated red points are shown for data in focus, whereas the saturation and lightness of points decreases with decreasing DOI values, respectively (see Fig. 3 for examples).

In the InfoViz views it is especially useful that the mapped data attributes can be changed interactively. Mapping spatial axis information to one of the scatterplot axes, for example, is very intuitive in our applications (see below). Additionally, using several scatterplots, comparable to a (reduced) scatterplot matrix, often adds information about the data and internal relations of different data attributes.

4.2. Results from Air-Flow Analysis

We now want to give a step-by-step demonstration of how a typical analysis session takes place, especially to show the importance of interaction when analyzing simulation data.

(1) In a first step, a data set is loaded: in our example, results from air-flow simulation around a car (just on one central slice, from front to back of the car) are shown. To also cope with 2D-slices of 3D-data, we adapted our 3D-rendering view accordingly. It should be noted, that the general flow direction in this application is in X-direction, past the car from front to back. Before a tree viewer is opened automatically, an empty feature set is generated for preparation of an analysis session. A SciViz view is then opened interactively, to show the general spatial layout of the data (see Fig. 5 for the initial view setup). In this figure the unstructured grid of the data set is shown, overall velocity information is mapped to color (green denotes low, red relatively high velocity values).
(2) As a first start into feature specification (focussing on non-horizontal, slow flow at this step of the analysis) a scatterplot view is opened, showing V-velocity (vertical component of overall velocity values), mapped to both axes. In this scatter plot an OR-brush is used to select relatively large positive V-flow, as well as relatively large negative one, too. Then the x-axis of the scatterplot view is changed to show overall velocity and an AND-refinement is done to limit the feature specification to slow flow (see Fig. 6, upper right view).

To furthermore visualize the feature specification up to this step, a second scatterplot view is opened, showing feature and context distribution with respect to the spatial X-coordinates and viscosity (mapped to y-axis of the view, see Fig. 6, lower right). In an interaction panel of the tree viewer, the restriction of V-velocity components is further adapted, to meet the user’s needs (see Fig. 6 for a screen capture after this step).

(3) A further AND-refinement, restricting the feature specification to "high viscosity" values is added by using the second scatterplot view. As a result of this step, only features behind the car are part of the new focus (see Fig. 7).

(4) Yet another AND-refinement, further restricting the feature specification to high values of turbulent kinetic energy (a value also computed by the simulation), is performed in the tree viewer (see Fig. 8). This clips away parts of the previously selected features, leaving only the parts that exhibit stronger rotational behavior.

(5) To get a better idea of the vortical structures induced, interactive probing on one part of the feature specification (positive V-velocity) is performed. When limiting the focus to negative V-flow only, the downfacing parts of the upper as well as of the counterrotating, lower vortex become visible (see Fig. 9).

4.3. Results from Catalytic Converter Analysis

A second example presented here is an application, where the data comes from a simulation of a catalytic converter from automotive industry. The results of another analysis session are shown. The data is given on an unstructured grid in 3 spatial dimensions, and has 15 different data attributes for each of the approximately 12000 cells of the grid.

The data set and a corresponding feature specification is shown in several views in Fig. 1. The data set consists of basically three spatially distinct parts, the flow inlet on the left hand side, the chamber of the catalytic converter (middle), and the flow outlet on the right-hand side (see Fig. 1, left lower window for a 3D SciViz view). The other views shown in Fig. 1 include: the tree view for handling the FDL (including a pop-up window for changing the brush properties on the x-component of the velocity), a scatterplot view (right upper window) plotting x-velocity vs. x-coordinates for each data point, and a histogram, showing the distribution of x-velocity values over the data range.

Two distinct features have been specified using the InfoViz views and the FDL tree viewer. The first feature defines all backflow regions in the data set (with negative x-component of the velocity, as general flow is in x-direction). Two such regions are identified at the entrance of the chamber, a weaker one at the bottom of the catalytic converter,
Figure 6: First step of analysis (non-horizontal slow flow): a tree viewer showing the current feature specification in the upper left (interaction panel for adjusting a simple feature characteristic shown), a scatterplot view used for feature specification in the upper right (velocity vs. V-Velocity component), the SciViz view for f+c visualization in the lower left, a second scatter plot for visualization of f+c distribution (X-coordinates vs. viscosity).

and a stronger one at the top. The second feature description defines all regions, with high turbulent kinetic energy, these are the regions, where vortices are appearing usually in the flow. As can be seen, two vortex cores are easily separated from the rest of the data at the inlet and outlet of the catalytic converter in this case.

Both, the vortices and the backflow regions have been brushed smoothly, to show some information about the gradient of the values in the 3D rendering view. Note, that the coloring in the 3D view is mapped from another data channel, namely data values of absolute pressure. This allows to visualize an additional data dimension for all the data, that was assigned to be in focus beforehand. In the here applied color mapping, green denotes relative low values of absolute pressure, and red corresponds to relative high values.

5. Implementation

The presented prototype system includes the described simulation data analysis tools and runs interactively on a standard PC (P3, 733MHz, 756MB of memory, GeForce2) for the data sets shown (in the range of 20.000 to 60.000 cells, 15 to 50 data attributes associated to each cell). The cells of the data are organized in unstructured grids. For the rendering of these grids a visibility algorithm was implemented,
Figure 8: Step 3 of analysis: another AND refinement, further restricting to high values of turb. kinetic energy, performed in the tree viewer. Only parts with strong rotational component are in focus. (see also colorplate)

based on the XMPVO algorithm\textsuperscript{16} presented by Silva et al. With newer, more powerful PC-setups we already managed to visualize data sets consisting of over a million data cells, but sorting for 3D rendering can not be performed interactively anymore.

For the implementation of our prototype, a hybrid approach was taken: UI Interaction and handling of the FDL is realized in Java, whereas mesh access and the rendering of the visualization views is implemented in native code (we used MS Visual C++). Native methods are called via the JNI API, and the gl4java package was used to make the GL rendering contexts available to the Java GUI toolkit. The mesh access has been realized by using our own data mesh format. Data coming from different data sources can be easily converted to this format via linked readers.

When designing the presented FDL, several considerations were taken, including for example: ease of implementation (close to the visualization system and the data), allow for manual input by the user (preferably ASCII-based, with semantics), verification should be possible (to check for invalid definitions), and many more. To meet all these design considerations, was decided to use the XML language\textsuperscript{13} for storage of the FDL and as interface to other applications. For writing and reading feature specifications to and from FDL-files, the Apache Crimson parser (delivered with the SUN Java SDK) is used, but any other validating XML Parser could also be used. We use a DTD (Document Type Definition) for the verification of the FDL trees. The purpose of a DTD is to define the legal building blocks of an XML document. It defines the document structure with a list of legal elements.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a framework for flexible and interactive, high-dimensional feature specification for data coming from computational simulation. For analyzing simulation data, a feature-based F+C visualization is a good approach, to cope with the data sets' large and high-dimensional nature and to guide the user and support interactive analysis. For F+C visualization interactive focus specification is very useful, if real-time updates of multiple linked views are available. Actual features in simulation data often only are captured with a complex type of specification (hierarchical specification, multiple data channels involved). This is why we believe, that using a simple language to define features hierarchically, namely our feature definition language, helps to extract and manage features during an interactive analysis session. In combination with using multiple InfoViz views (for data examination and feature specification) and SciViz views (for F+C visualization of the interactively extracted features) it is a very useful approach.

Future work will include extensions of the here presented FDL as well as of the analyzing tools. A parallel coordinates view\textsuperscript{10} which has been developed earlier\textsuperscript{8} can already be used passively to visualize the high-dimensional data, and will be integrated fully in the very near future, as well as new (hardware- and software-based) volume rendering techniques will be included, too. FDL extensions will mainly deal with including the views setting and couple it more tightly with the feature specification tree, as well as time-dependent issues. Currently only steady simulation data can be visualized and the logical next step will be, to enhance the FDL as well as all the corresponding visualization and inter-
Figure 9: Step 5 of analysis: interactive probing of V-velocity reveals different behavior of vortical structures, only downfacing parts are shown here.

action views to cope with time-dependent data sets. Feature specification for time-dependent data sets will be one of the key-issues of future research.
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Figure 10: Two examples for feature-based flow visualization using our framework for interactive feature specification and four illustrations of different combination modes for smooth brushes (middle row) (for verbose captions see figures 1, 3, and 8).